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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.4-rev22
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.4-rev23
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5975.

OXUIB-776 Encoded line break doesn’t work in mailto link
Missing convert of '\n' to '<br> ' when html is preferred mode for mails.
This has been solved by adding missing convert of '\n' to '<br> '.
OXUIB-694 Mail cut off without warning
Button was drawn but not visible.
This has been fixed by triggering ’complete’ to adjust height again.
OXUIB-684 AppSuite Help - Index links non-existent
For some cases, the resolving of the index targets seems to fail for html output, while it works for
pdf output.
This has been solved by adapting the DocBook source code so the resolving of the link targets works
also for html in all cases.
MWB-1029 Autodiscover needs a lot of time
Too low settings for HTTP connection pools for both - auto-config server and ISPDB end-point.
This has been solved by increasing settings for HTTP connection pool of both - auto-config server
and ISPDB end-point - while lowering values for read and connect timeout.
MWB-1023 Connect your device SMTP Settings
SMTP host information advertised as ”None” in case SMTP authentication is disabled through configuration.
Now do not advertise SMTP host information as ”None” in case SMTP authentication is disabled
through configuration.
MWB-1017 String index out of range: -1 for error when scrolling in inbox
Possible ‘java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException‘ when trying to decode subject string obtained
from ENVELOPE fetch item.
Fixed possible ‘java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException‘ when trying to decode subject string
obtained from ENVELOPE fetch item.
MWB-1007 GDPR Exports in-state ”Pending”
Lock entry not cleansed from database in case temporary database outage/inaccessibility occurs.
This has been solved by enhancing acquired lock by a time stamp that gets periodically touched
(every minute). Consider lock as expired if not touch for more than 5 minutes.
MWB-999 ”All Day” appointment display problem after adding iCal by URL
Wrong data from external calendar source taken over as-is.
This has been fixed by adjusting bogus all-day dates prior to storing event data from subscriptions.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-776, OXUIB-694, OXUIB-684, MWB-1029, MWB-1023, MWB-1017, MWB-1007, MWB-999,
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